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SPLIT SPECTRUM TECHNOLOGY
GT High Performance smoke alarms incorporate 
our unique split spectrum technology with not 
one – but two smoke sensors.  A traditional 
photoelectric sensor and a second blue LED 
sensor to detect different particle sizes in the air.  

These two sensors are capable of recognising the 
difference between smoke, dust and vapour.  The 
combination of sensors means the alarm is better 
able to reduce false alarms that were previously 
caused by things like steam, dust and humidity.

GT High Performance smoke alarms are designed 
to be conservative in their dismissal of an alarm.  
This ensures the alarm does trigger when 
needed.  GT alarms reduce the difficulties caused 
by false alarms whilst maintaining high accuracy.

THERE IS NO
BETTER SMOKE
ALARM FOR 
ELECTRICIANS
And this is why………………

Field testing has shown that the GT split spectrum technology can reduce false 
alarms from vapour and dust by 99%.
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REMOTE SILENCING
GT High Performance smoke alarms contain an infrared sensor which allows the alarm to be 
instantly silenced by any existing IR remote control in the home.  

Within 12 minutes of silencing the alarms and smoke density increases, the alarm sound will 
trigger again because the alarm will see that as an indication that it wasn’t a false alarm.  
Silencing the alarms with a remote control does not disable the alarm – it is just muting the 
alarm and the alarm is still active.

With GT High Performance smoke alarms you have the split spectrum technology working to 
reduce unnecessary false alarms and a convenient way of silencing those alarms that do still 
occur in the form of remote silence.

LESS WORK, MORE PROFIT
GT High Performance smoke alarms are a game changer for electricians and compliance 
companies – dramatically reducing the number of maintenance requests and callbacks to deal 
with false alarming smoke alarms.

With split spectrum technology significantly reducing the number of false alarms and remote 
silencing allowing for simple silencing by anyone in the home you are no longer wasting your 
resources reattending properties.

The result is decreased workload, less work and higher profits through a significant 
productivity increase.

For more information or 
to request samples and 
pricing please contact 

BRAD HAY | 0416 352 628

GT smoke alarms are exactly what they say – 
high performance smoke alarms.

Every GT smoke alarm is backed by a lifetime 
warranty – the life of the smoke alarm.


